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AUDACITY
Truth (noun)
1. The quality or state of being true.
2. That which is true or in accordance with fact or
reality.
3. Used to emphasize the absolute veracity of a
statement.
4. (archaic) faithfulness or constancy

“The great enemy of clear language is insincerity. When there is a gap between
one's real and one's declared aims, one turns, as it were, instinctively to long words
and exhausted idioms, like a cuttlefish squirting out ink.”
George Orwell

Sucking Lemons
Have you ever sucked a lemon? Bitten on tinfoil? Extreme sensations which bring about an equally
extreme response in most cases. Natural reactions. The truth is the same thing, more often than
not, and the reason for this is simplistic: the truth is rarely what we want to hear.
What we want to hear is a heartbeat on a monitor. That we are still loved. There isn’t bad news.
This isn’t really happening. We want to hear everything is okay. Rosy. And this is why the truth is
often described as being something which hurts. Also why we tend to avoid it as much as possible,
fragile creatures that we are. Truth, however, isn’t bound by the rules of our wishes, nor confined
to the possibilities of what should happen. Mark Twain was right about it, so was Oscar Wilde.
This is why lies exist. This is why alternative narratives have become necessary. The fragility of
the human mind, its inability to cope with hurt and the self-defence of emotion, have made the
truth an enemy as we have all become less able to cope with pain.
This hasn’t happened overnight though. It’s taken a couple of generations, during which there has
been no real pain to suffer, no real experience of the non-metaphorical falls and broken bones truth
brings. And the dark seeds which were once kept from the privileged, the shielded alone, are now
held back from all. A world without consequence of action breeding in the absence of the hurt
which makes humans kinder.
The world around us has become a riddle of lies and deceit, the truth avoided at all costs, and it
spreads because people are lying to themselves too. Accepting a first lie, lying to themselves in
doing so, and then becoming so afeared of the damage undoing the lies will do they become risk
averse to the truth.
Those of us who face the harsh truths, who receive and accept the pain even though we don’t want
it, look at this new world differently. Not through jaded eyes, but through frustratingly clear ones.
And because we see the truth, understand it as easily as Galileo suggested, we see the cost of lies
laid bare. Rail against the accruing debt to be paid by many. We cannot accept the absence of truth
in the smallest of matters and certainly do not trust those who peddle it with the important ones.
The fear of the truth, the trembling before the anticipated pain of it, is the disease. The truth
itself? It’s the hard knock, the break, the tear, the rip, the cut, the wound. The truth is the magic
bullet and its delivery is going to sting, more than a bit. The real mastery of the truth isn’t about
manipulating it to make it more palatable or suited to your own needs, it’s about owning the
searing agony and letting it heal to a scar.
This curation is a collection of truths, some personal, some broader. Some incomplete, some whole.
The important thing is that there’s no shying away, no alternative facts. This is sucking a lemon and
biting on tinfoil.
This is real. This is human. This is healing.

J.J. Patrick
@j_amesp

Sandcastles

Northern Womble
Instagram: @northernwomble

Her Jesus
“The truth is there is no Santa Claus, no Tooth Fairy, and no Easter Bunny; and parents who lie to
their kids about these fictional characters are bad parents.” She turned and looked from the other
teacher to me - this very tall, very old, white lady wearing a crisp white apron over her floral dress
- and snapped “You don’t believe in Santa do you?”
I almost didn’t hear her. I was still in shock trying to process all this information I’d just
overheard.
Could she be wrong? I mean, I’d SEEN the wrapped presents under the tree signed by Santa. And
the cookies and milk I left each Christmas eve were faithfully eaten when I awoke the next day. So,
if Santa wasn’t real, who was Santa? More shocking was that if what she was saying was true, then
I somehow had bad parents. That didn’t seem right either, but her look grew impatient so I
mumbled no and shook my head back and forth, my face growing red from the insult to my parents.
“Good,” she said, “Christmas is for celebrating the birth of Jesus Christ, NOT for presents for
children.” Again, this did not sound right.
We had been learning about a kind and loving Jesus who “loves the little children, all the children
of the world”. The entire thing was confusing but sensing I could not trust these two women I
immediately decided that I would tell my mom what happened and get it all straightened out after
school.
On the drive home I told my mother what I’d overheard that day at school. She admitted that the
mean old recess monitor was telling the truth. She then made me an offer: as long as I kept the
secret about Santa from my little sister, I would continue to get extra presents from Santa each
year.
I think by this time mom was pretty concerned about the things I was learning in my expensive
private, mostly all-white christian school, but the schools in our district were considered “poor
performers” so Mom tended to grin and bear it. That is, until the day I came home and told my dad
he was the “spawn of the devil” because his hair length exceeded the top of his ear.
So truths and lies…
Looking back I see the irony that the one fictional character the mean recess lady did NOT mention
was Her Jesus. Her Jesus was jealous of children receiving toys on his birthday, Her Jesus cared
how long my dad’s hair was and whether I wore a dress or pants.
Thankfully, mom and dad pulled me out of that school and enrolled me in public school with
normal recess ladies where I learned that Her Jesus was just as fictional as Santa, the Tooth Fairy,
and the Easter Bunny.

Anonymous
@blm_cenfla

Tears
Tears have started trickling from my right eye
at a steady rate. It’s constant now. They
leave a mirrored trail that dries to salty
dust. It puzzles me – what makes me cry?
Of course, I know. They’re tears of grief; despair
at such a world; a sorrow overwhelming
me; a wish denied that silenced birds would sing
again and strangled hope would breathe free air.
My wife though, she is medically trained
and reckons that my tear duct has got blocked.
It’s common at our age, she said and talked
of treatment and capacity regained.
We have a simple choice in what we do;
cling to sweet lies, or cleave to what is true.

Ewan Smith
@ewanandsmith

Messages From Strangers

@cynefinroad

A Marriage of Truth
Jane Austen once told us of a truth, universally acknowledged. Everyone knows that any man in a
good position must be on the lookout for a wife. Imminently. Necessarily. No-longer-truthfully. I
consider the prospect of truth and I find the blatant reality that absolutely everybody has a
different version of the truth. Austen couldn’t speak about universal agreement in our modern
political landscape. A man of good fortune saying he's in need of a wife is, typically, just looking
for something else nowadays. Yes, there are exceptions. There are always exceptions. But there is no
man that is looking exclusively for a wife. No man that feels that he must marry a woman in order
to get his wicked way and force her to perform her matrimonial duties on a regular basis. Wives
are far too busy waking through the night with the children, before gratefully falling back to sleep
and dribbling nonchalantly (and inelegantly) onto the carefully-ironed pillows (because of course,
we iron pillow cases now).
Because the truth is, sadly, that no one is good enough anymore. Men accuse women of false
advertising because they wear makeup, spanks and wonderbras. Women are a commodity to be
advertised. We have reverted to the 50s, standing in corners flitting our fake eyelashes and hoping
he might just choose me. And when he does? We spend well over a year planning the day of our
dreams. The day that should be a symbol of our love and instead, is a symbol of our wealth, our
success, of what we want people to think we are. But we aren't; behind the foundation-stained
façade of happiness and colgate smiles, we are terrified. We don’t know for sure if this is for ever,
because God knows we've only really been thinking about the logistics of this one day and not the
many thousands of days we're supposed to fill together thereafter. What if it doesn't work? What if
we fall apart and have nothing to say to each other now that we aren't jointly fixated on just one
day? What if my lipstick (which I never wear and for some reason, think is appropriate for this
momentous day) happens to smudge upon my artificially-whitened, perfectly-happy grin?
Now I AM happy. I love my life and I love my children and most of the time, I love my husband.
They're all annoying in equal measure and that's the truth. That's MY truth. I am, too. The truth
is: my wedding day said almost nothing about me, if you disregard the table names that actually
meant something. Our wedding day, which should have been about our love and enjoying each other
completely, was actually a stressful testimonial of anxiety and judgement. Would people like the
bought-at-the-last-minute-because-we-worried-about-being-entertaining-enough-photo-and-karaokebooth? Would it hit just the right note of 'we are hilarious and in love and we don’t take ourselves
too seriously'? Would we judge it correctly when we decided to sing (the right song, not too loud and
not taken too seriously)? Would our friends see this day as showing why we're so great to be friends
with? The truth is, it didn’t matter. It doesn’t matter. We make our own truth today. We made our
own truth yesterday. We will make our own truth tomorrow, and hopefully in unison. Everybody's
truth is different, and that's kind-of OK. Austen lives on, but her truth has become our truth, and
it ain't universally acknowledged anymore.

Leah

If Only
The camera zoomed and she came into focus. Smiling. Beaming even.
Her long curly hair fell elegantly around her shoulders as she popped her shoulder into view,
changing from a smile to a pout as the camera clicked away. The angle perfected through plenty of
practice, the light carefully chosen.
She flicked through the photographs mindlessly, choosing her favourite. “Which filter?” she thought
to herself as she tested each one before settling on ‘Luna’. Hesitating slightly she clicked to upload
and then sat back nervously waiting.
Her mobile phone began to ping. Like after like came through as she picked up her phone to check.
Briefly she smiled and then set it back down on the faded brown sofa beside her.
Reaching for the baby wipes she slowly swished them over her face, pausing to look at the smudged
collection of mascara and foundation on each sheet. Getting up to throw them into the bin, she
tugged at the extensions in her hair flinging them aimlessly on the side.
Her sparkly top was pulled over her head and replaced by his hoody which still smelt of his
favourite cologne. She didn’t need to change her trousers as her tatty legging remained in place.
She couldn’t remember when she had last changed them; but no one could ever see them in her
pictures.
She returned to the sofa and pulled her knees in tight to her chest. Looking around her at the
empty pizza boxes, unwashed dishes and lipstick stained cups she felt an overwhelming pressure
building within. Closing her eyes she fought back the tears.
She really had loved him so very very much. Why wasn’t she good enough for him? What had she
done to make him leave? Still, six months later, she couldn’t understand where it had all gone
wrong. Her depression ate her spirit every day a little bit more. Tears tumbled down her face and
her phone began to ping again.
Picking it up she opened up the application to a stream of likes. Comments about how amazing she
looked, how fabulous her life was, how they wished that they were her. She couldn’t help but release
an empty, hollow laugh.
If only they knew the truth.

Lu Thomson
@1LuThomson

Which filter?

MRL

Truth, Be Told
They still trust you and see you as their saviour, You knew the truth and still no qualms, Letting
them down was not your biggest sin
Pitting them against each other, making them grapple, You gave them a reason when there was
none, And laughed the evil laugh from your secure den, There was blood and some more blood, But
not a blemish on your white garb, You went in front of them like an innocent lamb, Angry at the
misery that befall
Who’s to blame? , you asked but, You knew the truth and still no qualms
Their hopelessness made you their only hope, One last grasp to survive the struggle, Shrewd were
you to clutch their straw, And they always got the desolate end, It mattered in the least to you as
long as, They proved means to your cherished end, You took flight from their miserable plight, And
to keep them there was your sleight
You knew the truth and still no qualms
Shed some more tears, blame someone else, Give some more promises, show them,,A bright
prosperous future, You know how to keep the façade, Incite, deceive and divide; For you shall reap
the rewards, As they lie dead on your promises, You’ll still have new ones to give, For still only you
know the truth, The day is still far when they realise
How they were duped and deceived, You’ll still have no qualms
As you enjoyed your time in the sun, Scorching as it was for many, When they finally know the
truth, And take you down your perch, A smirk will still remain on your face, On how you hid the
truth for so long, Contend will be you even if they scratch your grab, For you enjoyed concealing the
truth, For so long from so many, They go back to their reality after this,,Spontaneous break from
inactivity, The wait begins for arrival of someone new, With a different smirk and a different
garb,,But the same old promises, the very same, And they will go into the slumber, Looking the
other way from the truth, That’s staring at them and their mere existence, And you will appreciate
the new imposter
Who’s really just you from another time.

Kiran Gandhi
@kirangandhi

Into Silence
Truth cowered meekly while lies got bolder and complacency was to blame.
Truth didn't stand up boldly to cry "LIES" when misinformation first stirred the masses against
tolerance and understanding, it simply rolled its eyes and assumed everyone else could see what it
could see. Truth gave a derisory snort at the idea that in this day and age, a time of progress, a
black president, a coalition government, care for the environment and social responsibility; anyone
in their right mind would reject unity for isolationism, intellect for bluster and long term security
for short term profit. Truth started to speak up, going through the motions mostly for appearance
sake, so confident was it that the danger was minor, telling itself that this was unnecessary, for
sure there were some ignorant of the facts, but they were few and far between. Truth is; Truth got
nervous, it was telling in its voice as its efforts to counter the onslaught of false promises, fed by
fear from the misinformation that had gone unchallenged, so long ago now that many just assumed
they'd always known those facts of ill repute. Truth felt desperation and pleaded for rational minds
to prevail, this invited the killer blow, reason was branded "project fear" and the fervour with which
those misinformed leapt to attack shocked truth into silence. Truth had been ignored, experts
dismissed, misinformation virulently spread by parasites preparing to feed. Truth had let me
spend 42 years sleeping though thuggish, violent racism on a television screen, consigned either to
the annals of history or the pages of fiction, only to awaken violently with words of hate carved
into the bonnets of cars and painted on children’s playgrounds. Truth hadn't lied, just been guilty
of omission. Truth was called to a new battleground and was sterner than before, but the battle
lost across the ocean was just an added weapon in this new enemy's armoury, "look at how truth
failed before, the victors are on our side", now Truth, derided, couldn't win, facts were the knife
that proverb brought to a gun fight. Truth, battered and bruised, retired to relative safety, to lick
its wounds and bide it's time because Truth isn't like its foes. Truth IS. Truth will always be, even
if it were erased from history, it's knowledge buried by modern despots, someone new, free, and
with a mind for discovery will find it again, as good as new.
Truth will show you, when the dust has settled, that those things you chose in the haze of half
truths and lies; bluster and jingo; were not what they seemed and that in clinging to the past we
halt progress to our detriment. Truth always wins in the end, it's up to us to avoid collateral
damage.

Alex Usher
@alex250175

Unknown Cause
Almost three years from diagnosis > death with an average lifespan of 3-5 years.
Scarring of the Lungs with unknown cause. She don't smoke (ever), didn't work around asbestos,
birds/dogs/salons or anything like that. You get told it's one of those things. Sometimes the body
goes wrong and when your lungs get damaged they produce scar tissue instead of healthy tissue.
You often don't know until, as with mum, you get what they think is a chest infection until a CT
shows a honeycomb type shadow over the bottom part of the lungs. Scarring.
From there on in, it SHOULD be palliative care but it isn't depending on your postcode.
Eventually it leads to repeated infections/hospital admissions/oxygen therapy but everyone is
different. Some have it over a decade, some like mum, unfortunately succumb sooner.

Louise Smith
@f8andbethere

Sometimes He Kills
Telling the truth was a trope of childhood I took seriously, well into adulthood. By which I mean, I
didn’t always tell the truth, but I certainly felt bad about myself when I didn’t. Truth was presented
by my parents as a simple absolute: truth or lie. They were not postmodern thinkers, my mum and
dad.
So I grew up to be a part-time liar, like every other human being , living a life of convenient
truths: lying to people to be nice, lying to myself to avoid doing things I didn’t want to do. It wasn’t
until I was in my thirties and learning to think for myself through a process called the Thinking
Environment that I began to engage with ‘truth’ on a more philosophical level. In the steady,
attentive gaze of a thinking partner anything but truth seems a bit - well - pointless. But as I
committed myself to this, I got out of kilter with the rest of the world.
I’m claiming no moral high ground here. I’ve been lucky to stumble across a practice which has
acquainted me inescapably with my own integrity. I’m not saying even now that I never lie - I just
have to admit it to myself if I do. And this level of self-awareness, though often painful, is a sanity
saver in a post-truth world, where the most ’honest and genuine’ response is likely to be a lie. The
art of spin is well named: the world is in a tizzy of personal assertion, with the “truth” hidden in
plain sight, undetected and unmourned.
As a truth-teller, I don’t fit in. Truth is awkward, and so am I. Speaking truth to power (of any
kind, including the power of love) makes my voice shake, though not my resolve.
As a truth-seeker I have honed my instinct through hours of attentive listening which,
ironically, has taught me to look beyond the words. What do people do with the power they have?
My cat sleeps, sometimes he kills. A flower blooms and droops when it’s thirsty. The politician
talks one way and votes another. The friends says he’s OK, but his smile doesn’t reach his eyes.
If we skate past these clues of life, we fail to notice them. If we are tuned into noise all the
time, we do not hear. If we both tell and seek truth we make ourselves awkward, for sure, but we
also make our true selves known, and in that stillness truth will emerge.
At some point in the last tough year, I disengaged from philosophical jousting about the nature
of ‘truth’ and started to bear witness to what I saw and heard around me. I let truth mutate from
a concept to a practice, from something passive to something active. I still get lied to. But now I
feel it, when I do.

Lou Mycroft
@loumycroft

Compassion Wasted
Compassion is a quality, feeling, emotion, instinct which falls on the ‘Life’ side of healthy human
relationships. It is associated with kindness, forgiveness, mercy and healing. So entwined is it with
the central tenets of every Love-based spiritual narrative that it might be reasonably regarded as
sacred in both action and intent.
As someone who has experienced systemic social exclusion, I personally confirm compassion’s lifeenhancing ability. There were times when received compassion made the literal difference between
my life/ death. My response has always been gratitude.
Active compassion for the suffering in others can transform lives by triggering cycles of gratitude.
We need only consider reports of refugees helping their host countries cope with natural disasters
to see these cycles in action. Compassion can beget compassion. Without doubt, it is a precious
powerful human ability that needs to be utilised wisely.
True compassion, however, is wasted on some people.
When we offer compassion to them, we sow our seeds on barren ground. We treat our compassion
with the same contempt as they do.
When we cast our compassionate pearls before those like the alt-right, we must ask ourselves who
we are actively depriving.
If we give compassion, what will they grow with it?
If compassion forms part of the Holy Grail of Love, we must always ask, “Whom/what does this
grail serve?”

Dee Wilde-Walker
@wildwalkerwoman

Truth Is
You were asleep when I came to bed last night
and again when I got up.
I don't think that's ever happened,
but a lot's changed for us recently.
I cancelled those appointments,
scribbled out the dates.
February 7th went back to being 'just' Mum's birthday
and October 14th's 'just' another day.
I've stopped tracking crumbs and cramps
and the crying?
That's stopped too.
"Third time lucky" becomes "bad things happen in three's".
So maybe next time, right?
Just as soon as we feel ok...
I didn't know if I could,
but the truth is:
you're my spoonful of sugar,
helping this medicine go down.

Jenna
@girlbrokensmile

Walk

@cynefinroad

A Public Good
Truth should, in its essence, be the purest of words. Let it roll off the lips and you can taste it, a
light clean, unsullied taste, almost silken in the way it comes out. We live in a world where that
doesn’t seem to be the case anymore. Why though? Well the main thing is that truth has become a
commodity, something which can be bought and sold. In doing so it has become a currency of sorts,
and a devalued one at that.
The truth, in economic terms, should be a public good. My use of the truth shouldn’t exclude anyone
else from using it and by speaking the truth I should never be able to reduce the amount available
for others to use. Instead it has become subject to trade and exclusion. The use of “alternative
facts” and “fake news” has diminished all our ability to use it. Instead of saying “this is true, this
is unquestionable and factual” we are now told, “well that may be your opinion but I think this.”
Politicians the world over change the truth to mean what they want it to, and in so doing prevent
others from being able to speak it. It has become a market commodity to be traded and bartered
over, no-one being quite sure how much it is worth or whether it is pure anymore. Its value has
become how much people are willing to believe it, and so many are unwilling because they have
been fed so many falsehoods produced and packaged to look like it.
We need truth in our lives though as much as the air we breathe and the water we drink. When we
are excluded from having access to it we will grasp at anything to fill the void it leaves. This is
why alternative news stories have become such big business. They feed people a diet of junk food
in the hopes they will think it is natural and healthy. So what is the answer? We need to reclaim the
truth, remove the additives and return it as a public good. That won’t be done through a political
act though it can only be achieved through simple market forces. If people stop buying the prepackaged, processed version then there is no choice for the sellers than to start producing the
natural goods. When suppliers sell tap water and market it as spring consumers are up in arms
and will boycott the producer, for some reason we do not feel the same way about the truth though.
Perhaps it is because the truth, for all its unsullied taste, is not always the most digestible of
foodstuffs, without it though we condemn ourselves to a life of uncertainty, fear and manipulation.
As we fight for the right of all to drink clean water, eat safe food and breathe unpolluted air, so to
must we reclaim the truth as a public good and ensure that it is there for everyone, forever.

Daniel Gibson
@thefishareloose

Nan
My grandmother used to say 'you wouldn't know truth if it bit you on the bum'
The harsh reality was, that she was right.
Does anyone know the truth?
What actually is it?
Who do we believe to tell it to us?
Friends, family, doctors, politicians (cough) or those we love?
Do we see truth as the pretty sparkling fairytale that we want to believe in, or do we see it as
deathly greyness, like the grim reaper shuffling up behind us?
It could be a combination of both.
You can have good truth, a bit like you can have a good kebab. It just doesn't happen very often.
'Did you eat my last orange sweets, tell me the truth' (That's my grandmother again)
Yep, I did.
They tasted good.
I know they're your favourites but I saw them and ate them.
'No Nan, it wasn't me'
Honestly though, do we actually want the truth?
Sometimes, there are things that no matter how hard we prepare for, we just don't want to hear the
truth about.
Maybe if we paint those ugly lies a pretty colour, we can fob them off as the truth?
Maybe if we make the truth a bit ugly, nobody will believe it?
Truth isn't always a pleasant thing to experience but sometimes, it's a necessity.
Much like going to the toilet. Sometimes there's no way you can make it pretty, how ever much you
want to...

Sue Tate
@tomandissysmum

Perspective of Soul
Truth…is a funny word, a word that can bring up emotions of anxiety, stress, eagerness, hope, and
unbelief.
None of these descriptions are the foundation of what it’s meant to do or be, and yes, truth is
meant to do something and be something, but our corruption of truth has soiled its meaning. And
created a distasteful flavor in our mouths, that has us spat out the word, like some ill willed joke.
In the beginning, that’s not what it used to be, truth was instead something someone could rely on,
even stand on, and die for.
Truth use to be something of statute or substance, you could bet on it, because truth could be seen
in the soul of every being, and if not seen readily, then felt. Unfortunately, truth now sits at the
bottom of our souls, waiting to appear from all the fog inwardly and outwardly waiting to be seen,
heard and felt.
What took its place? Insecurity.
Insecurity disguised and rooted in fear crept in and kept truth at bay, realizing that truth was the
key to solving key global issues, internal changes and social growth. What would it look or sound
like if we weren’t fearful to explore the language our soul speaks. Could we dare to hear the voice
that tells us we’re wrong, and truth show us the way to redemption? Thereby allowing our humility
to transform our ego, and allow us to see the face of truth once more.
Knowing the shavings of our ego, are carving out what our soul looks like without the pretentious
and false narratives we tell ourselves and the world tells us. Truth is that medicine that never goes
down easy, but with time, truth can come again to the forefront if we step passed our fear.
Only in truth can true healing take place, alternative facts are illusions that fear came up with to
hide its inadequacies. Can we face our soul? Can we dare to be sculpted, bruised and cut, in order
that the truth of our existence holds no barriers or boundaries? Making us limitless in our
achievements and goals, do we dare to believe in ourselves and in one another again? I think fear
is having its finale right now, and we are all being challenged on the truth of existence, the truth of
our soul, the fight of the century.
Ringing in the inner cords of our soul’s face, that our freedom is at the awakening of recognizing
that truth, if we allow it, will have the last say, and the truth will set us free.

Gina Humber
@GHumber720

Mum

Louise Smith
@f8andbethere

With Our Power
What is truth, asked jesting Pilate
In this time of #fakenews, political spin, this denigration of democratic values
All for the headline, the soundbite, the win
To spread fear, to pursue power
How to know
When the media lie in bed with the rulemakers
The new truthmakers
What is truth
What is fact
What is real
Time perhaps to listen
Not to words but the stories unsaid
And those that emerge
On days good to bury bad news
Then, with our facts, with our power
It is time to stand and declaim
This Is My Truth, Now Tell Me Yours

Stephanie Shields
@princessofvp

Glow
I met a stranger in the middle of the night.
Her name was Truth and she roused me from my bed and whispered, “Listen.” Truth sat on the
edge of my bed wearing a dress made from the night sky and I leaned in closer. “You need to stop
telling lies.”
I looked at her and blinked, my mind clouded with memories. Maybe I had told the odd white lie
now and again when someone asked me how I was doing and smiling I answered, ‘fine’, but
generally I prided myself on my honesty.
“No,” she replied to my thoughts, “I mean to yourself. You need to stop lying to yourself.”
Truth beckoned me to come closer, making a space for me beside her on the edge of my bed.
“I see how hard you work to create lies to keep yourself safe. You tell yourself that you’ll never do
it, so why bother trying. You convince yourself that you could never be someone special and that
people don’t care. You fill yourself with falsehoods so you don’t have to try; you don’t have to risk
failure.”
Truth put her hand gently on my shoulder. “But I see something different. I hear that tiny niggling
voice of belief that you try to shut out. I feel the sun rise in you when you have an idea. I see you
glowing like a fucking galaxy.”
I look to the lamppost outside my window and my skin feels funny and warm. The blood pumps
through my vein like an orchestra on fire.
Truth continues, “In a world that is happy with lies, it is time to start owning your truth. It is time
to stop giving into the lies and instead start questioning everything. To really look at your own life
and start seeing your own truth; your memories, your experiences, your stories, and how they
jumble, weave and knot together. The truth that only you can give.”
Truth stands up and invites me to do the same. She pulls back the duvet and guides me back into
my bed and nestles my head onto the pillow.
“Sleep in your bed but do not sleep through life. Do what you need to do to start seeking your own
truth. Do not rob yourself of the life you were meant to live and don’t give into the lies. Truth is
alway here, whether or not you choose to see it. Today you choose to, what about tomorrow?”
As my eyes droop and sleep invites herself in, Truth covers me with a blanket and settles herself
into the chair next to my bed.
I awake the next morning with a burning deep inside my heart - as deep as the galaxy - and with
the empty chair next to my bed.
I pick up a pen and I begin to write.

Meg Kissack
@megkissack

Truth Covers Me

MRL

Dragon
You fell from me
I held you
So small and of the other side
I fought the urge to swallow you whole
To become serpent devouring serpent
To reabsorb you so together we became, as one,
A dragon
Instead I let you go
Dropped you.
Shattered, I howled and flushed

Ruby Lilith
@rubiesb4swine
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